Welcome Alekarenge School, N.T., to Manor Lakes P-12 College in Wyndham Vale, Victoria.

A QUICK iPAD SCAVENGER HUNT

Using your iPad, try to complete the following activities.

1. Using the Camera, take photos of the following things whilst walking around our College with your buddies:

   Something Fuzzy
   Two Kinds of Seeds
   Two pieces of man-made litter
   Something straight
   Something round
   Something smooth
   Something rough
   Two different types of leaves
   Something that makes noise
   Something Green
   A long stick
   Something that looks like treasure
   The names of 4 MLP12C Buildings

2. Using the App ‘Art Set’, draw a picture of something that reminds you of Darwin.

3. Using the App ‘Popplet Lite’, list three places you have been since you arrived in Victoria and write three words for each that describe that place. These words can be colors, feelings, sounds, etc...

4. Using the App ‘Pic Collage’, create a Collage using the photos that you took earlier.